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THE NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE® (NEC®) is the
benchmark for safe electrical design, installation, and inspection
to protect people and property from electrical hazards. Across
the country, states and local governments adopt the NEC to help
ensure electrical safety for their citizens. However, while the
NEC is updated in a national process every three years, states
vary widely in when—or if—they adopt these updates, depriving
citizens of the benefits the updated codes offer.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In an independent survey commissioned by the NFPA Fire
& Life Safety Policy Institute, over 80 percent of U.S. residents polled feel that policymakers should make it a priority
to ensure electrical and fire safety codes are up-to-date, and
86 percent believe that if they purchased a newly-constructed home today, it would meet the most up-to-date codes.
States should strive to meet these expectations.
First published in 1897, the NEC has been an integral
component of electrical safety for over 120 years. Its
development and publication is overseen by the National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA), an independent, notfor-profit organization. The update process brings together
hundreds of participants, all representing interests impacted by the NEC. Those involved work toward consensus in
a process marked by checks and balances that ensure no
one group of stakeholders can dominate. Because technology changes frequently, updates every three years ensure the
NEC enables innovation while guiding safety for electrical
design, installation, and inspection. These updates advance
the level of safety provided by the NEC as new technology
or new knowledge helps reduce the risk of fire and shock
hazards inherent in the use of electricity. While electrical
safety has improved considerably over the past 35 years,
continued progress is needed to address the fact that still
an average of 432 people still die each year in fires attributed to an electrical malfunction.1
Despite the NEC’s role as the most current guidance
for electrical safety—and its role in promoting economic

over
61,000
The average
number of fires
each year due
to electrical
failures or
malfunctions

efficiency through uniformity—state
practices for adopting these updates
vary significantly across the country. For example, in Massachusetts,
the effective date for state's updated
electrical code is typically six months
from the time it is published by NFPA.
In other states, the timeline for the
same task can stretch months, and
years, longer. Moreover, over the past
3 cycles of the NEC (2008, 2011, and
2014), nearly one third of the states
that adopt a statewide electrical code
have skipped one or more updates.
Not only do states devote markedly
different amounts of time to completing the same task, many also eliminate
requirements, reducing the overall
level of safety offered by each update.
Review of state statutes and
practices, as well as insights from
interviews with individuals recently
responsible for state level adoptions,
reveal that there are a number of factors contributing to this patchwork of
delays and amendments. One of these
factors is political pressure, which
can be seen in the form of greater
legislative involvement in constrcution codes, an increased scrutiny of
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regulatory activities, a focus on cost without consideration of benefits, and less independence for the appointed
experts involved in code adoption. Other issues impact
the process, too. States that entrust adoption to electrical
boards, and those with statewide licensing for electricians,
are quicker to adopt updates. In addition, some states
prioritize the NEC, adopting updates independent of other
construction
codes and thus
“Legislators are having a more
adopting more
involved role, which wasn’t the
promptly.
case in the past. Even when
Whatever the
it first went that way, it didn’t
cause, the delay
really go on. They usually went
in implementon the recommendation of
these boards . . . You wouldn’t
ing the updated
expect an elected official
electrical code—
to know anything about the
or pressures to
electrical codes. They’d rely
remove safety
on the committee to advise
requirements—
the legislators that, ‘yes, this
means delays
is good.’”
in safety for
—Interview Participant
residents and the
forestalling of
innovation. As policymakers consider how to meet the
expectations of the overwhelming number of citizens
who expect to be protected by the most current knowledge available, the national NEC development process
should be a resource. Policymakers should consider empowering and cultivating electrical experts, prioritizing
the adoption of the NEC statewide, and considering costs
in a holistic context.

that same time period, resulting in an
additional 10 fatalities and 200 injuries.6 Collectively, these fires cause an
estimated $2.014 billion in damage
each year.7 Shock hazards also remain
a significant issue. In 2016, the most
recent year for which data is available in the CPSC National Electronic
Injury Surveillance System database,
injuries involving electrical receptacles
(outlets) sent an estimated 4,750 people to hospital emergency rooms. The
data show that 61percent of injuries
were burns due to electrical shock,
and that 59 percent of those injured
were children age 17 and younger.8
The NEC is updated every three
years in order to incorporate recent
advances in safety and continue to
address the loss of life and property
from electrical fires and related hazards. In addition, the updates enable
innovation—be it new technology or
cost reducing measures. The update
process is robust and relies on the
input of hundreds of experts.

CHANGES TO THE NEC

BACKGROUND
Over the past 30 to 35 years, electrical safety has steadily
improved, due to advances in wiring and technology and
facilitated by updates to the NEC. From 1980 to 2014,
the number of home fires in the U.S. involving electrical
malfunctions or failure fell from 75,000 to 48,100.2 Relatedly, according to the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), electrocutions associated with home
wiring fell by more than half between the mid 1970s and
mid 1990s due largely to requirements in the NEC.3
Over the same 1980 to 2014 period, the number of nonhome electrical fires fell from 34,800 to 14,400.4
Despite these successes, from 2010 to 2014, an average of 45,210 reported U.S. home fires involved electrical
failures or malfunctions. These fires claimed an average
of 420 lives each year and injured 1,370.5 An estimated
16,070 non-home electrical fires took place each year over

2,899
burns or
electric shock
injuries in
2016 involving
electrical
receptacles
(outlets)

The incorporation of technology and
new knowledge helps reduce the risks
of fire and shock injuries as the NEC
is applied to electrical installations in
homes, schools, businesses, and other
settings. These advances include:
» The inclusion of arc fault circuit
interrupters (AFCIs) beginning
in the 1999 NEC. AFCIs prevent
dangerous arcs of current by
detecting—and rapidly responding
to—damage to wires, whether they
be concealed in walls or ceilings,
or are a part of lamps, appliances,
extension cords, or other devices
plugged into a receptacle. Preventing these arcs of current reduces
the risk of electrical fires.
» Restricting the use of aluminum
internal wiring in houses and other buildings since the 1970s when
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it was discovered to be prone to degradation, increasing
the risk of electrical fire.
» Expanding the use of ground fault circuit interrupters
(GFCIs) from underwater swimming pool lighting in
1968 to additional locations where electrical receptacles
are in proximity to water. GFCIs shut off power near instantaneously if they detect current has “strayed” from
its intended path, preventing shocks to people.
» Requiring tamper-resistant receptacles since the 2008
NEC to reduce the risk of shock injury to young children. Each year, approximately 2,400 children suffer
severe injuries from inserting objects into electrical
sockets, and as many as 12 die each year.9 These receptacles, which only open if equal pressure is exerted on
both slots simultaneously, stand to significantly reduce
these injuries to children.
» Requirements to protect people working on or near
electrical equipment. The 2017 NEC includes provisions
that decrease the risk of dangerous arc flashes from high
voltage electrical equipment. It also includes provisions
for the rapid shutdown of Photovoltaic (PV) systems to
protect fire fighters and other emergency responders who
may require access to locations with charged PV systems.

THE MAKING OF THE 2017

Updated versions of the NEC often enable more cost
efficient electrical installations as well. For example, by
taking into account the lower electricity load of buildings
constructed to modern energy conservation codes, the
2017 edition of the NEC permits the design of electrical
systems with smaller components that not only cost
less, but are also less hazardous for workers who may
need to service them. Ongoing research continues to
pursue data to
support further
Over the previous
“right-sizing” of
electrical system
components, ensuring they can
of the NEC (2008, 2011, and
safely handle re2014), as many as one third
quired loads but
of the states have skipped
are not over-deone or more updates.
signed and
therefore more
costly. As buildings use less energy through advances
in smart building technology and new building materials, future versions of the NEC can enable the savings of
millions of dollars.10
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Hundreds of participants give their
time and expertise to each update.
Each panel member represents one
of the following interest categories:

Labor

Manufacturers

Enforcer

Testing Lab

THE NEC® EQUATION
The 520 panel members serve on 19 code-making
panels. Each panel can have no more than one third
of its representation from the same interest category.
This principle of balance prevents any single interest
category from dominating the process and ensures
all voices have the opportunity to be heard. The 520
panel members reviewed and debated more than
5,500 public inputs during 35,000 person-hours.

Consumer

Utilities

19

CODE-MAKING
PANELS

Special Experts

520 5,500+ 35,000
PANEL
MEMBERS

PUBLIC INPUTS
THROUGH
TWO ROUNDS OF
PUBLIC REVIEW

PERSON-HOURS

Users

Installers/
Maintainers

Insurers

33%

MAXIMUM
REPRESENTATION ON
ANY PANEL OF ANY
INTEREST CATEGORY
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Outdated requirements can also pose roadblocks to
new technologies and to the goals those technologies enable, like the increased use of renewable energy sources
and improved energy efficiency. Updates to the NEC can
enable new technology, such as energy storage systems
(ESS), which analysts predict will be the key to advancing a renewable energy future. Anticipating greater use
of ESS, the 2017 NEC has provisions guiding the installation of a wide variety of ESS technologies in homes
and commercial settings. ESS not only hold the key for
greater use of renewables but may also minimize the
need to construct new power plants, potentially saving
millions of dollars.
Photovoltaic (PV) panels provide another example of
how the NEC supports new technology. As the efficiency
of PV panels has improved, energy providers are considering larger systems to supply wholesale power. While the
NEC has long considered building-integrated PV systems,
the 2017 NEC includes provisions specifically for these
large-scale PV electric power production facilities with a
generation capacity over 5000 Kilowatts, helping designers, installers, and inspectors ensure they meet minimum
safety requirements and making their installations more
cost efficient.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEC
As shown in the figure at the bottom of page 4, each
update to the NEC is the product of an extensive process
of stakeholder input, dedication from participants, and a
process marked by checks and balances that ensures no
single group of stakeholders can dominate. Important
features of the process include:
» T he involvement of over 500 experts who represent ten
different stakeholder categories. For the 2017 NEC, these
participants collectively contribute 35,000 hours of time
to meetings facilitated by NFPA staff.
» P ublic participation in the form of over 5,500 public comments, accepted at two different stages in the development
process. Anyone can submit a comment through NFPA’s
online system and each comment must be considered.
» B alance requirements which govern the participation on
the NEC code making panels as well as the number of
votes needed to approve a change to the code. No more
than one third of each NEC code making panel can be
comprised of stakeholders representing a single stakeholder category, preventing dominance by any one group. In
addition, any changes require the approval of two thirds of
the panel member before they can become part of the code.

Adoption Duration in Months: Northeast
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Adoption Duration in Months: South

Adoption Duration in Months: Midwest

Graphs show the number of months from availability of updated NEC edition to the date on which it went into effect in each state. The striped bars indicate that the
adoption process for that particular code is ongoing or the effective date is not yet official. Note: Arizona, Kansas, Nevada, Illinois, Missouri, and Mississippi are not
pictured above. In those states, electrical code decisions are made solely at the county level. The states of Alabama, Texas, Tennessee, and Maryland, which are pictured
above, rely on statewide adoptions for some applications but authorize counties (or cities) to adopt and enforce their own codes. Data current through January 2018
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Adoption Duration in Months: West

»O
 pportunities to appeal code provisions to dis-interested

parties, such as the independent NFPA Standards Council.

REVIEW OF STATE ADOPTION PRACTICES
Adoption Data
Currently 44 states adopt a statewide electrical code,
generally following some type of administrative process
to do so. In other states, electrical safety is governed
through a patchwork of county- or local-level rules. As
pictured in the graphs above, the number of months
between the availability of the updated NEC
“It was the lesser of two
from NFPA (typically,
evils. Give them this and
the August before the
get the majority of the
title year) and the efcode or fight for it and
fective date enforced by
lose all of it. We had to
a state for the update
choose our battles to
varies widely.
win the war.”
The data reveal
—Interview Participant
that about one third
of the states shown
above have skipped one or more of the updates that
were available for 2008, 2011, and 2014. In addition,
while the average length of time between the availability
of each update and its enforcement date is nearly the
same for 2008, 2011, and 2014—23, 23, and 24 months

respectively—there is considerable variation at the state
level that correlates with different adoption practices, as
discussed below.
Role of Specialists
To facilitate code update review and promulgation, states
typically rely on one of the following: a dedicated electrical
regulatory board that is composed entirely of professionals
within the electrical field, a more generalized construction
board that is responsible for the adoption of all construction codes, or a state agency.
2008

2011

2014

With Electrical Board

15

13

13

Without Electrical Board

28

29

31

Average adoption duration, months

States without dedicated electrical boards were two
times as likely to skip an update over the past three
NEC cycles as those with such boards. (see Appendix A
for breakdown of state practices). States with electrical
boards also tend to adopt new updates in roughly half the
time as states that do not rely on an electrical board.
Most states require electricians, electrical contractors,
and/or electrical inspectors to be licensed, often under requirements set by an electrical board. Those states which
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leave licensing decisions to the local level take over three
years to adopt NEC updates, if they are adopted at all.
Prioritization of the NEC
The NEC is just one of several nationally developed codes
that impact construction. Other codes include those for
residential and commercial building, energy conservation
and plumbing. Some states use the building code’s reference to the NEC as the electrical code for the state. Other
states move to adopt all of the codes at one time. The
codes are developed by different organizations and adhere
to different publication schedules. States that package
their code adoptions inevitably are much further behind in
their adoption of the NEC.
2008

2011

2014

NEC adopted with other codes 31

29

31

NEC adopted independently

19

18

16

Average adoption duration, months

INSIGHTS FROM INTERVIEWS
To gain a greater understanding of the strengths and challenges of the electrical code update process, the Policy Institute commissioned 27 in-depth interviews with professionals who had served on
code promulgating boards
“My goals were to get
or commissions in the
it adopted without
past five years, but who
amendment. Some
were no longer serving.
things I agreed to
The interviews, conducted
amend, but only when
via phone (19) or online
they are stricter than
survey (8), sought the
the code.”
experiences and insights
—Interview Participant
of participants from across
the U.S. In addition, the
researchers engaged a follow-up focus group of five of the
27 participants to further discuss their experiences with
the NEC adoption process.
Growing Political Pressures
Survey and interview participants expressed concerns
over the growing influence of politics in the electrical
code update adoption process. Some relayed that legislators were increasingly circumventing the committees and
boards responsible for code adoption and worried that
safety decisions were being made more political in nature

and not on the basis of expertise. Such involvement, they
noted, tended to delay adoption and dilute safety standards. Moreover, some reported that content that might
raise objections was preemptively removed, regardless of
technical merit,
for the sake of
Of the states that have a
moving forward
dedicated electrical board,
with the update.
Across the
board, interview
and survey parhave skipped an NEC
ticipants noted
update over the last three
that the home
cycles, compared to
building industry
was the most vocal constituency
for states that do not
driving political
have an electrical board.
involvement and
contributing to
delays through demands for exhaustive reviews and political pressure. Nevertheless, they recognized the importance
of including builders and other voices in the adoption process to ensure their concerns were addressed. The more
familiar the interviewee or survey participant was with the
NEC development process, the more likely they were to be
in favor of adopting the NEC without amendment, seeing it
as the product of extensive input of stakeholders who work
in a consensus process.
Along with these insights, the trend of growing political influence in code adoption is also reflected in a number of bills introduced in state legislatures over the past
several years. These bills seek to lengthen code update
cycles for all construction codes or make other changes in
the code update process.11

only 2
11

Expertise
The study participants universally agreed that the
central role of the boards they served on was safety, and
they praised the high professionalism and dedication
of their board colleagues. They also stated that committees needed diversity to be successful, representing
each related industry. However, many of the participants
noted the growing difficulty in recruiting new members
to the time-consuming, volunteer positions. They also
expressed concern about attracting younger individuals
to the code adoption process and into taking a greater
interest in the code. Further, there was concern that politics and special interests were increasingly influencing
board appointments, resulting in appointees who acted
with less autonomy.
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Narrow Focus on Costs
The interview and survey participants frequently noted
that concerns about costs associated with code compliance
requirements dominated discussions of NEC adoptions,
particularly
by home
“Serving on the board in my state
building
has been the highlight of my
interests. The
career, and it’s been an honor
focus on cost
getting to work with such experts
often slowed
and leaders in my field”
down the up—Interview Participant
date adoption
process and
resulted in the removal of safety requirements. Further,
costs were not considered in the context of benefits, leaving the discussion one-sided.
Recommendations for Policymakers
The NEC is an important tool for reducing the risk of electrical fires and injuries. Adopting NEC updates, without
amendments that weaken safety provisions, is the best
way for policymakers to advance safety and technology
and to protect people and property from electrical hazards.
Citizens expect that the codes followed in their states and
communities are the most current and contain these latest
advances. Following the recommendations below, policymakers can better meet these expectations.
Ease Political Pressure:
Leverage the National Process
Elected officials naturally want to ensure laws and regulations are in the best interests of their constituents. However, time-consuming, line-by-line scrutiny of updates to the
NEC may veer from those interests. Because the national
process draws extensive, nationwide participation and
upholds principles of consensus and balance, states can
rely on it to advance safety without creating unnecessary
burdens. Changes to the nationally developed document
sought through political pressure may create undue risks.
Instead of taking risks, elected officials should direct special
interest groups to the NEC development process where
anyone can participate.
Rely on Experts: Establish an Electrical Board
and Statewide Licensing for Electricians
Not only does the NEC draw expertise at the national
level, it draws it at the state and local level, too. As highlighted by interviews and surveys, individuals directing
the code adoption are professionals interested in promoting safety. When technical disagreements do arise in the

NEC update adoption process, the public is well served
by these independent, skilled experts. Especially given
concerns about the ability to recruit professionals to serve
in time-consuming volunteer roles, all efforts should be
made to attract the best in the state, including consideration of compensation for time and travel expenses. Also,
given that states where electrical boards are responsible
for adoption tend to act more quickly to adopt updates,
as do states with licensure requirements for electricians,
states should consider both of these measures as ways to
engage and foster electrical expertise in service to public
expectations regarding electrical safety codes.
Established state electrical boards vary in the number
of representatives who serve but generally have a similar
composition. Electrical boards should have at least the
chief electrical inspector from a jurisdiction within the
state, an electrical contractor operating within the jurisdiction, a licensed professional engineer engaged primarily in the design or maintenance of electrical installations,
and a journeyman electrician.12 These individuals,
“We would go through
typically appointed by
every single code
the governor, should be
change. We’d si[f]t
chosen solely on the basis
through the code piece
of skill, experience, and
by piece and the legisprofessional reputation.
lature wanted to know—
In addition, some states
what is a legitimate
also include on their
change? What type of
change was it? Was it
boards any of the followa clarity type change?
ing: a representative from
If not, what type of
a power utility operating
monetary value or cost
within the state, a master
to the consumer? They
electrician, a fire marshal
were big on that—HUGE
or chief, a representative
on that here . . .”
from the property/casu—Interview Participant
alty insurance industry, a
telecommunications contractor, a representative from an electrical manufacturer
or distributor, a member of the labor organization that
represents the electrical workforce, a representative of a
telecommunications utility operating in the jurisdiction,
and a member of the public unaffiliated with any other
represented group.
Under most statutes, these boards are directed to adopt
the NEC and updates by rule and are empowered to adopt
regulations that establish statewide standards for the
construction, installation, and maintenance of electrical
facilities and performance of electrical work. A number
of statutes also require that the code adopted by the
board “conform as nearly as practicable to the National
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Electrical Code, National Fire Protection Association
Standard # 70” (MRS §1153-A).
Electrical boards are often also charged with establishing
the qualifications necessary for electrical inspectors and
electricians and overseeing the administration of those requirements. In addition to supporting the development of
skilled labor, statewide licensing for electricians promotes
uniformity and efficiency throughout the state.
Through statewide licensing and electrical boards,
states can adopt NEC updates more efficiently and foster
the professional interest needed to facilitate up-to-date
regulations.
Prioritize Regular, Statewide Adoption
of the NEC Updates
The NEC is just one of several nationally developed codes
that govern construction. States that adopt the NEC as
part of a package with other codes, take at least 10 months
longer to do so. Because waiting to adopt the updated NEC
with other codes creates inevitable delays in advancing electrical safety and technology, states should begin the process
of NEC adoption as soon as it is available (typically August
of the year before the title year). Furthermore, states should
consider statutory language that regularizes this review. For
example, the state of Washington requires that “Prior to
January 1 of each year, the Director [of the Department of
Labor and Industries] shall obtain an authentic copy of the
National Electrical Code, the latest revision. The Department, after consulting with the [state electrical] Board and
receiving the Board’s recommendations, shall adopt reasonable rules in furtherance of safety to life and property . . .”
(RCW §19.28.031). This language ensures that the state
regularly adopts NEC updates.
Finally, as discussed above, most states adopt the electrical code on a statewide basis; counties or other local
government jurisdictions are granted limited leave to amend
the code adopted at the state level. However, in a minority
of states, counties or municipalities are responsible for
the adoption. This patchwork leaves some state residents
unprotected by the latest safety advances that people in
neighboring counties may already be using. In addition, it
also fails to take advantage of a key benefit of a national-level code—economic efficiency through uniformity. Thus,
statutory language should ensure that the NEC, and adopted
updates, cover all electrical installations, maintenance, and
work statewide.
Consider Costs Holistically and in Context
Policymakers are understandably concerned with the
costs that regulations can impose on the constituents they

serve, with some states imposing rigorous cost analysis
requirements on code update processes.13 Because it covers
all electrical installations, cost implications may varying
depending on the context, adding costs to some types of
installations but reducing it for others, making cost generalizations difficult to assess. More importantly though, in
these analyses, most states are not considering the safety
benefit alongside the cost. Every year, electrical-related
fires are responsible for over $2 billion in direct property
losses and are responsible for an average of 61,000 fires,
resulting in 432 deaths. Improvements made through the
code are an important means for reducing these losses.
Updates to the code also benefit worker safety. While benefits are more difficult than costs to quantify, they should
not be ignored.
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APPENDIX A: STATE ADOPTION INFORMATION

Table 1. Statewide Electrical Code Adopted and Updated by a State Electrical Regulatory Board
Table shows months from publication of the NEC to its effective date and
statutory citation authorizing adoption and update by electrical board.

Table 2. Statewide Electrical Code Adopted and Updated by a State Fire Prevention Commission
Table shows months from publication of the NEC to its effective date and
statutory citation authorizing adoption and update by fire prevention commission.
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Table 3. Statewide Electrical Code Adopted by a
State Building/Construction Commission or State Agency
Table shows months from publication of the NEC to its effective date and
statutory citation authorizing adoption and update by building/construction commission or state agency.

* Adoption ongoing (not included in average), no official effective date
Ø Adoption for 2017 NEC not underway as of December 2017
† Adoption applicable to commercial construction, not residential
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Table 4. Statewide Electrical Code Adoption and Updates Limited to
State Buildings and/or Electrician/Contractor/Inspector Licensing
Table shows months from publication of the NEC to its effective date and
statutory citation of application of the statewide electrical code.

* Adoption ongoing (not included in average), no official effective date
Ø Adoption for 2017 NEC not underway as of December 2017
† Adoption applicable to commercial construction, not residential
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Table 5. Statewide Electrical Code Adoption and Statewide Electrician Licensing Requirements
Table shows months from publication of the NEC to its effective date and statutory citation for electrician licensing provisions.

*Adoption Ongoing (not included in average), no official effective date
Ø Adoption for 2017 NEC not underway as of December 2017
†Adoption applicable to commercial construction, not residential
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Table 6. Statewide Electrical Code Adoption and Local Electrician Licensing Regimes
Table shows months from publication of the NEC to its effective date and statutory citations granting licensing authority
to the local level. Where citation field is blank, this information could not be located.

*Adoption Ongoing (not included in average), no official effective date
Ø Adoption for 2017 NEC not underway as of December 2017
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Table 7. Statewide Electrical Code Updates Promulgated Independently
Table shows months from publication of the NEC to its effective date for states that promulgate
electrical code updates independently of updates for other codes. Determination of practice based
on dedicated role of promulgating body, as well as dates and form of promulgated rule.

*Adoption Ongoing (not included in average), no official effective date
Ø Adoption for 2017 NEC not underway as of December 2017
†Adoption applicable to commercial construction, not residential
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Table 8. Statewide Electrical Code Adopted through or
Concurrently with Other Construction Codes
Table shows months from publication of the NEC to its effective date for states that
promulgate electrical code updates through or concurrently with other construction
codes. Determination of practice based on dates and form of promulgated rule.

*Adoption ongoing (not included in average), no official effective date
**Tentative date established
ØAdoption for 2017 NEC not underway as of December 2017
†Adoption applicable to commercial construction, not residential

Table 9. Adoption practice unclear

ØAdoption for 2017 NEC not underway as of December 2017
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